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1. IntrodutionIn this paper, we ontinue the study, initiated in [4℄ and [2℄, of tail estimates for a nearest-neighborrandom walk on ZZ with site-dependent transition probabilities.Let ! = (!x)x2ZZ be an i.i.d. olletion of (0; 1)-valued random variables, with marginal distribution� suh that supp � � (0; 1). For every �xed !, let X = (Xn)n�0 be the Markov hain on ZZ startingat X0 = 0 (unless expliitly stated otherwise), and with transition probabilitiesP!(Xn+1 = y jXn = x) = 8><>: !x if y = x+ 11� !x if y = x� 10 otherwise : (1)The symbol P! denotes the measure on path spae given the environment !, and is referred to asthe \quenhed" setting. The proess (X;!) is an example of a random walk in random environment(RWRE), and X has law P = R �ZZ(d!)P! , referred to as the \annealed" law. When no onfusionarises, we use P also to denote the law of (X;!). We use in various plaes, when onfusion doesnot our, P to denote the probability of events onstruted from random variables unrelated tothe RWRE.For a disussion of the di�erent regimes that the RWRE Xn exhibits, we refer to the introdutionin [2℄.Abbreviate � = �(x; !) = (1� !x)=!x and hfi = R f(!)�ZZ(d!) for any funtion f of the environ-ment. Let �max denote the maximum of � over the losed support of �, and let �min denote theorresponding minimum. We will be interested here in the ase h�i < 1 and �max � 1, in whihase (.f. [7℄) the RWRE is transient and, P-a.s.,limn!1n�1Xn = v� := 1� h�i1 + h�i : (2)Tail estimates forXn=n have been derived for the quenhed setting in [4℄. In partiular, it was shownthere that, P-a.s, the random variables Xn=n satisfy with respet to P! a large deviation prinipleof speed n and expliit, deterministi, rate funtion I(v), de�ned as follows (see [4, Theorem 2 andCorollary 1℄). Let f(r; !); r � 0 denote the ontinued fration funtionf(r; !) = 1jer(1 + �(0; !)) � �(0; !)jer(1 + �(1; !)) � �(1; !)j� � � ;and let �(r) = exphlog f(r; !)i : Let r(v) = 0 for v � v�, and for v 2 (v�; 1℄, let r(v) be the unique2



solution of the equation v�1 = ��0(r)=�(r). Then,I(v) = 8><>: �r(v)� v log �(r(v)) ; v 2 [0; 1℄I(�v) + vhlog �i ; v 2 [�1; 0℄1 ; v 62 [�1; 1℄ :Furthermore, I(v) = 0 for v 2 [0; v�℄ and I is stritly positive elsewhere.Our goal in this paper is to study in greater details the regime v 2 (0; v�) under P!. In the annealedsetting, i.e. when one is interested in P(Xn � nv), v 2 (0; v�), sub{exponential rates of deay werederived in [2℄. We summarize now the main results of [2℄ relevant to us. Reall (.f. [2℄) that whenh�i < 1, there exists a unique s > 1 satisfying h�si = 1.Theorem 1 (see [2℄) Let v 2 (0; v�).(a) Positive and negative drifts Suppose that h�i < 1 and �max > 1. Then,limn!1 logP(Xn � nv)= log n = 1� s :(b) Positive and zero drifts Suppose that h�i < 1 but �max = 1 and �(1=2) > 0. Then, withC1 = 32 j� log�(1=2)2 j2=3 and C2 = j�(logh�i)8 j2=3,�C1(1� vv� )1=3 � lim infn!1 1n1=3 logP(Xn � nv)� lim supn!1 1n1=3 logP(Xn � nv) � �C2(1� vv� )1=3 : (3)Maybe surprisingly, it turns out that the annealed estimates are key to understanding the quenhedasymptotis. The next theorems are our main results. They quantify the fat that the annealedprobabilities of large deviations are of bigger order than their quenhed ounterparts, due to thepossibility of rare utuations in the environment whih may slow down the RWRE.Theorem 2 (Positive and negative drifts) Suppose that h�i < 1, �max > 1, and let v 2 (0; v�).Then, for P-a.a. !, the following statements hold:1. For any Æ > 0, lim supn!1 1n1�1=s�Æ log P! (Xn < nv) = �1 : (4)2. For any Æ > 0, lim infn!1 1n1�1=s+Æ log P! (Xn < nv) = 0 : (5)3



Furthermore, lim supn!1 1n1�1=s log P! (Xn < nv) = 0 : (6)One should ompare the rate of deay obtained in Theorem 2 with the annealed polynomial rateof deay (see Theorem 1) P(Xn < nv) ' n1�s.As in [2℄, tail estimates are di�erent when the drift annot be negative:Theorem 3 (Positive and zero drifts) Suppose that h�i < 1, �max = 1, and �(f1=2g) > 0.Then, for P-a.a. !, and for v 2 (0; v�),�1(1� vv� ) � lim infn!1 (log n)2n logP!(Xn < nv) � lim supn!1 (log n)2n logP!(Xn < nv) � �2(1� vv� )2 :(7)Here, 1 = j� log�(f1=2g)j2=8 and 2 = j� logh�ij2=243.Again, the rate in Theorem 3 should be ompared with the annealed rate (.f. Theorem 1) P(Xn <nv) ' exp(�Cin1=3).Remarks1. As in [2℄, we have not overed the ase of h�i < 1, �max = 1, while �(f1=2g) = 0. The tailestimates in the annealed ase were onjetured in [2, pg. 681℄ to be of the form exp(�Din�), i =1; 2, for some � 2 (1=3; 1) determined by the tails of �(�) near 1=2. The same proof as in Theorem3 then shows that the upper quenhed estimates in Theorem 3 beome exp(�dn=(log n)), with = 1=� � 1.2. In the setting of Theorem 2, we onjeture that atuallylim infn!1 1n1�1=s log P! (Xn < nv) = �1 ;In fat, the derivation of the lower bound in (6) hints at suh a limit.In the setting of Theorem 3, we onjeture, as in [2℄, that the lower bound is sharp, that islimn!1 (log n)2n logP!(Xn < nv) = �1(1� vv� ) :In fat, it was shown reently (see [6℄) that the lower bound is sharp in the annealed setting,that is one may replae C2 in the right hand side of (3) by C1. This however does not suÆe forlosing the gap in our Theorem 3, see the omment following the proof of the theorem.4



3. In the setting of Theorem 2, it is natural to attempt to improve on (4), (5) by allowing forÆn !n!1 0. Suh improvement is possible if in Theorem 1.1 of [2℄, one re�nes the onvergene,that is one proves bounds of the formlim supn!1 gnns�1P(Xn < nv) <1for appropriate gn !n!1 0 sub{polynomialy , whih is possible albeit tedious. It seems howeverimpossible by this way to ompletely lose the gap between the upper and lower bounds exhibitedin (4) and (5).We onlude this introdution with two tehnial lemmas, borrowed from [2℄, whose proof followsreadily from the expliit omputations for inhomogeneous random walk of [1, pg 66{71℄. Let Xndenote a RWRE and let �Xn denote a RWRE with !0 = 1. Let ��k = minfn : �Xn = kg, letRk = k�1Pki=1 log �(i), and let L0 = maxn�0f�Xng.Lemma 1 ([2℄, Lemma 2.1) For all n; k,P!(��k � n) � (1� e�(k�1)Rk�1)n :Lemma 2 ([2℄, Lemma 2.2) For any k � 1,P(L0 � k) � h�ik1� h�i :2. ProofsProof of Theorem 2. Sine the lower bound of Theorem 2 is relatively simple, and the key ideasare already explained in [2℄, we postpone the disussion of it and begin by providing a sketh ofthe proof of the upper bound leading to (4), that is, with�n = inf ft : Xt = ng ; (8)we will explain why limn!1 1n1�1=s�Æ logP! ��n > n=v� = �1 :The required upper bound follows readily.We will omit subsequenes, et. in this sketh, and thus the reader interested in a omplete proofshould take the next few paragraphs with somewhat of a grain of salt. The preise statement ofthe required estimate is ontained in the statement of Proposition 1.5



Divide the interval [0; nv℄ into bloks of size roughly k = kn := n1=s+Æ. Let Xxn denote the RWREstarted at x, and de�neT (i)k = infft > 0 : Xikt = (i+ 1)kg ; i = 0; �1 ; : : : : (9)By slight abuse of notation, we ontinue to use P! for the quenhed law of the fXxng. By using theannealed bounds of [2℄, see Theorem 1, one knows that P(�k > k=v) � k1�s : Hene, taking appro-priate subsequenes, one applies a Borel-Cantelli argument to ontrol the probability, onditionedon the environment, of the time spent in eah suh blok being large, i.e. one exhibits a uniformestimate on P!(T (i)k > k=v), .f. Lemma 5.The next step involves a deoupling argument. LetT (i)k = inf ft > 0 : Xikt = (i+ 1)k or Xikt = (i� 1)kg : (10)Then, using Lemma 2, and the Borel-Cantelli lemma, one shows that for all relevant bloks, thatis i = �1;�2; : : : ;�n=k, P!(T (i)k 6= T (i)k ) is small enough. Therefore, we an onsider the randomvariables T (i)k instead of T (i)k , whih have the advantage that their dependene on the environmentis well loalized. This allows us to obtain (.f. Lemma 7) a uniform bound on the tails of T (i)k , forall relevant i.The �nal step involves estimating how many of the k-bloks will be traversed from right to leftbefore the RWRE hits the point nv. This is done by onstruting a simple random walk (SRW)St whose probability of jump to the left dominates P!(T (i)k 6= T (i)k ) for all relevant i. The analysisof this SRW will allow us to laim (.f. Lemma 9) that the number of visits to a k-blok afterentering its right neighbor is negligible. Thus, the original question on the tail of �n is replaed bya question on the sum of (dominated by i.i.d.) random variables T (i)k , whih is resolved by meansof the tail estimates obtained in the seond step.A slight ompliation is presented by the need to work with subsequenes in order to apply theBorel-Cantelli lemma at various plaes. Going from subsequenes to the original n sequene isahieved by means of monotoniity arguments.Turning now to the omplete proof, we �rst note that it is atually enough to prove a weakerstatement. For Æ 2 (0; 1 � 1=s), let Cn = nÆ and let nj = [j2=Æ ℄. Reall that �n = inf ft : Xt = ng ;and let � := v�1 > v�1� : The key to the upper bound is the following proposition, whose proof ispostponed.
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Proposition 1. limj!1 Cnjn1�1=sj logP! ��nj > nj�� = �1 : (11)Assuming the proposition holds true, let us show how to omplete the proof of the upper bound(4). Note that, for j large, nj+1=nj � (j + 1)2=Æ + 1j2=Æ � 1 �!j!1 1. Let jn be suh that njn � n < njn+1 .Then, for any n, P!��n > n�� � P!��njn+1 > njn�� = P!��njn+1 > njn+1 �(n)� ;where �(n) = �njnnjn+1 .Let N be large suh that infn�N �njnnjn+1 > ��, and onsider only n > N . One onludes fromProposition 1 that for all Æ > 0, P a.s.,lim supn!1 1n1� 1s+Æ log P!(�n > n�) = �1 : (12)To prove (4), let v < v0 < v� and de�ne L[nv0℄ = maxf[nv0℄�X [nv0℄k ; k � 0g. Then,P!(Xn < nv) � P!(�[nv0℄ > n) +P!(L[nv0℄ � [nv0℄� nv) : (13)By Lemma 2, P(L[nv0℄ � [nv0℄� nv) = E(P!(L[nv0℄ � [nv0℄� nv)) � h�i[nv0℄�[nv℄�11� h�i :Hene, one may �nd some " > 0; � > 0 suh thatP(P!(L[nv0℄ � [nv0℄� nv) � e�"n) � e��n :Applying now the Borel-Cantelli lemma, one onludes that P-a.s.,lim supn!1 1n logP!(L[nv0℄ � [nv0℄� nv) < �" < 0 : (14)(4) follows from (13), (14) and (12).As mentioned before, the proof of the lower bounds (5) and (6) follows the ideas of [2℄ (see inpartiular Remark 4, pg. 682). Indeed, it is already explained there why, for any Æ > 0lim infn!1 1n1�1=s+Æ log P!�Xnn < v� = 0 :7



In order to see the re�ned estimate in (6) , we reall the following notations from [2℄. Let Rk(m) =1k m+kXi=m+1 log �(i). De�ne �xk = inf ft : Xxt = k + xg and �xk = inf ft : Xxt = k+ xg, where Xxt is theRWRE with !(x) = 1, initiated at x. It follows from Lemma 1 thatP!��xk+1 � n� � P!��xk+1 � n� � �1� e�kRk(x)�n : (15)For n = 1; 2 ; : : : ; de�ne Mn(x) = maxx�m�x+nk�x+n�m kRk(m) :In partiular, it follows from (15) that for any  > 0 and l = [n=℄,P!(�xl+1 � n) � P!(��xl+1 � n) � �1� e�Ml(x)�n : (16)We reall the following exeedene bounds, due to Iglehart. For this version, see [5℄, Theorem A.Lemma 3. There exist onstants K1; K2, suh that for any z 2 IR,exp��K1 exp(�sz)� � lim infl!1 P�Ml(x)� log ls � z�� lim supl!1 P�Ml(x)� log ls � z� � exp��K2 exp (�sz)� :A orollary of Lemma 3 and (16) (taking y = ez) is the following:Lemma 4. For any y > 0 there exists a y > 0 suh that, for any v0 < v�,lim infn!1 P�P!(�x[nv0℄ � n) � e� n1�1=sy(v0)1=s � � yand the onvergene is uniform in x.Equipped with Lemma 4, we have ompleted all the preliminaries required for proving (6). Indeed,�x y > 0, and let nk = 22k . Note thatlim supn!1 logP!(Xn � nv)n1�1=s � lim supk!1 logP!(Xnk � nkv)n1�1=sk8



� lim supk!1 logP!(�0[nkv℄ � nk)n1�1=sk� lim supk!1 logP!(�nk�1[nkv℄�nk�1 � nk)n1�1=sk� lim supk!1 logP!(�nk�1[nkv0℄ � nk)n1�1=skwhere v0 = v � " for arbitrary ". By Lemma 4, and the Borel-Cantelli lemma, for any z > 0P!��nk�1[nkv0℄ � nk� � e�n1�1=sk zin�nitely often. The onlusion follows by taking z !1. This ompletes the proof of Theorem 2,exept that we still have to show Proposition 1.Proof of Proposition 1 Let k = kj = Cnjn1=sj1� " for some 1 > " > 0. For Xxn the RWRE startedat x, reall that T (i)k = infft > 0 : Xikt = (i+ 1)kg ; i = 0; �1 ; : : : :By slight abuse of notation, we ontinue to use P! for the quenhed law of the fXxng.Finally, let bn = C�Æn and Ij = n�hnjkj i� 1 ; � � � ; hnjkj i+ 1o. Fix �0 > �.Lemma 5. For P { a.e. !, there exists a J0(!) suh that for all j > J0(!), and all i 2 Ij,P! 0�T (i)kjkj > �01A � bnj :Proof of Lemma 5. By Chebyhe�'s bound,P0�P!�T (i)kjkj > �0� > bnj1A � 1bnj P�T (i)kjkj > �0�� 1bnj k1�s+o(1)j ;where the last inequality follows from Theorem 1(a), and o(1) �!j!1 0.
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Hene, P0�P!�T (i)kjkj > �0� > bnj for some i 2 Ij1A � 3 hnjkj i � 1bnj � k1�s+o(1)j� 3nÆ(s�o(1)�Æ)j � 4j2(s�o(1)�Æ)and the onlusion follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma.Let 0 < � < � log h�i1�" ; d�n = e��n1=s Cn , and reall thatT (i)k = inf ft > 0 : Xikt = (i+ 1)k or Xikt = (i� 1)kg :Lemma 6. For P { a.e. !, there is a J1(!) s.t. for all j � J1(!),P!�T (i)kj 6= T (i)kj ; some i 2 Ij� � d�nj :Proof of Lemma 6. Again, we use the Chebyhe� bound:P�P! �T (i)kj 6= T (i)kj ; some i 2 Ij� > d�nj�� 1d�nj � 3njkj P�T (0)kj 6= T (0)kj �� 1d�nj � 3njkj � h�ikj1� h�i� 3(1� h�i) n1� 1s�Æj exp�n 1s+Æj � log h�i(1� ") + ��� ;where the seond inequality follows from Lemma 2. The onlusion follows from the Borel-Cantellilemma.We atually need to iterate the estimates of Lemma 5.Lemma 7. For P { a.e. !, for all j > J0(!) ; and eah i 2 Ij, and for x � 1P! 0�T (i)kjkj > �0x1A � (2bnj )[x=2℄_1 :
10



Proof of Lemma 7. For 1 � x < 4, the laim follows from Lemma 5. Assume thus that x � 4.Then,P! 0�T (i)kjkj > �0x1A � P!� T (i)kjkj > �0(x� 2) ;(i� 1)kj < Xikj[�0kj(x�2)℄+1 < (i+ 1)kj ;min ft : t � [�0kj(x� 2)℄ + 2 ; Xikjt = (i+ 1)kjg � x�0kj� :Hene, by the Markov property,P!�T (i)kjkj > �0x� � P! 0�T (i)kjkj > �0(x� 2)1A� sup(i�1)kj<y<(i+1)kj P!�inf ft : Xyt = (i+ 1)kjg � 2�0kj�� P!�T (i)kjkj > �0(x� 2)� �P!�T (i)kj + T (i�1)kj > 2�0kj�� P! 0�T (i)kjkj > �0(x� 2)1A hP! �T (i)kj > �0kj�+P! �T (i�1)kj > �0kj�i� 2bnj P! 0�T (i)kjkj > �0(x� 2)1A ;where the last inequality is a onsequene of Lemma 5. The lemma follows by indution.We need one more preliminary omputation related to the bounds in Lemma 7. Let fZ(i)kj g; i =1; 2; : : : denote a sequene of i.i.d. positive random variables, withP 0�Z(i)kjkj < �01A = 0 ; P 0�Z(i)kjkj > �0x1A = �2bnj�[x=2℄_1 ; x � 1 :Lemma 8. For any � > 0, and any " > 0,E �exp0��Z(i)kjkj 1A� � e��0(1+") + gjwhere gj �!j!1 0. 11



Proof of Lemma 8.E �exp0��Z(i)kjkj 1A� = Z 10 P�Z(i)kjkj > log u� � du� e��0(1+") + Z 1e��0(1+") (2bnj )� log u2��0(1 + ")�_1 du= e��0(1+") + gjwhere gj �!j!1 0.In order to ontrol the number of repetitions of visits to kj{bloks, we introdue an auxiliaryrandom walk. Let St, t = 0; 1 ; : : : ; denote a simple random walk with S0 = 0 andP�St+1 = St + 1���St� = 1� P�St+1 = St � 1���St� = 1� d�n :Set Mnj = 1Cnj n1� 1sj .Lemma 9. For � as in Lemma 6, and n large enough,P�inf ft : St = hnjkj ig > Mnj� � exp���"2 nj� :Proof of Lemma 9.P  infnt : St = hnjkj io > Mnj! � P  S[Mnj ℄Mnj < njkj Mnj ! = P  S[Mnj ℄Mnj < 1� "! � 2 e�Mnj hnj (1�") ;where the last inequality is a onsequene of Cram�er's theorem (.f. [3℄), and the fat that d�n < ".Here, hn(1� x) = (1� x) log � 1� x1� d�n�+ x log xd�n :Using hn(1� x) � �2e � x log d�n, we getP  S[Mnj ℄Mnj < 1� "! � 2 e2Mnj =e e+"Mnj log d�nj � e� "2 � nj
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We are now ready to prove (11). Note that, for all j > J0(!), and all i 2 Ij, we may, due to Lemma 7,onstrut fZ(i)kj g and fT (i)kj g on the same probability spae suh that P!�Z(i)kj � T (i)kj 8 i 2 Ij� = 1.Fix �� < �0 < � and " > 0 small enough. Realling that, under P!, the T (i)kj are independent, weobtain, with fStg de�ned before Lemma 9, and j large enough,P!(�nj > nj�) � P�inf nt : St = hnjkj io > Mnj�+ P�MnjXi=1 Z(i)kj > nj��� e��"nj=2 + P� 1Mnj MnjXi=1 Zkjkj > �(1� ")�� e��"nj=2 + hE�exp0�� Z(i)kjk(i)j 1A� � e���(1�")iMnj� e��"nj=2 + �e�(�0+2"���) + gje���(1�")�Mnj� e��"nj=2 + �e��"��Mnj ;where Lemma 9 was used in the seond inequality and Lemma 8 in the fourth. Sine � > 0 isarbitrary, (11) follows.Proof of Theorem 3. We begin by giving a quik sketh of the lower bound in (7), based on [2℄.By the Erd�os-Renyi strong law for longest run of heads, (or the asymptotis for long rare segmentsin random walks, see e.g. [3, pg. 69℄), there is a segment I = (imin; imax), with imin � n(v � "),imax < nv and imax � imin = log n=(� log�(f1=2g))(1 + o(1)), suh that !i = 1=2 for i 2 I. Let~Xn denote the RWRE started at (imin + imax)=2. Let � = minft : ~Xt = imin or ~Xt = imaxg. Then,� possesses the same law as the exit time, denoted �� , of simple symmetri random walk from theinterval [�(imax � imin)=2; (imax � imin)=2℄. As before, we let �k = minft : Xt = kg. We have,P!(Xn < nv) � P!(�n(v�") � nv � 2"v� )P!(� > n(1� vv� + 2"v� ))= P!(�n(v�") � nv � 2"v� )P (�� > n(1� vv� + 2"v� )) : (17)By Solomon's law of large numbers, .f. (2),limn!1P!(�n(v�") � nv � 2"v� ) = 1 : (18)
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By standard eigenvalue estimates for simple random walk (.f. [8, p. 243℄),limn!1 (log n)2n(1� vv� � 2"v� )(log�(1=2))2 logP (�� > n) = ��2=8 : (19)Combining (19), (17), and (18), the lower bound in (7) follows.The proof of the upper bound in (7) follows the proof of part 1 of Theorem 2, exept that there isno need for subsequenes here. With � = v�1 > v�1� = �� and t 2 (0; 1) , de�ne �� = t��+(1� t)�.Fix 1=2 > " > 0; Æ > 2, bn = n�(Æ=2) andk = k(n) := (logn)3(1 + Æ)3C32 (��� ��)(1 � ")3 ;where C2 was de�ned in Theorem 1. We de�ne In = n�hnk i� 1 ; � � � ; hnk i+ 1o, and use T (i)k as in(9). Then, following the outline of the proof of Lemma 5,P(P!(T (i)k > ��k) > bn) � exp(�C2(��� ��)1=3k1=3(1� "))bn ; (20)where we have used the boundP(T (i)k > ��k) � exp(�k1=3C2(��� ��)1=3) ;whih follows from Theorem 1 using the inequalitiesP (T (i)k > ��k) � P (X[��k℄ < k) � P (X[��k℄ < ([��k℄ + 1)=��) :Thus, by the Borel-Cantelli lemma, for P-a.e. !, there exists an N0(!) suh that for all n > N0(!),P!(T (i)k > ��k ; some i 2 In) � bn : (21)De�ne T (i)k as in (10). Set 0 <  < (1 + Æ)3j logh�ij=C32 (�� � ��). With dn = exp(�(log n)3), theBorel-Cantelli lemma yields, as in the proof of Lemma 6, that for P-a.e. !, there exists an N1(!)suh that for n � N1(!), P!(T (i)k 6= T (i)k ; some i 2 In) < dn : (22)Using (21), one onludes as in Lemma 7 that for P-a.e. !, for n > N0(!), and eah i 2 In,P!(T (i)k > k��x) � (2bn)[x=2℄_1 : (23)
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Let Z(i)k ; i = 1; 2 ; : : : denote a sequene of positive, i.i.d random variables withP�Z(i)kk < ��� = 0 ; P�Z(i)kk > ��x� = (2bn)[x=2℄_1 ; x � 1 :The following Lemma takes the plae of Lemma 8 in the proof of Theorem 2:Lemma 10. For eah "0 > 0, we have, for �n = � log(2bn)=2��(1 + "0),E exp ��n Z(i)k =k� � e�n�� + gn ;where gn �!n!1 0 .Proof of Lemma 10. Exatly as in the ourse of the proof of Lemma 8, for n large enough,E exp ��n Z(i)k =k� = Z 10 P�Z(i)kk > log u�n � du� e�n�� + Z 1e�n�� (2bn) log u2�n �� du = e�n �� + gn ;where gn = Z 1e�n�� u log 2bn2�n �� du = Z 1e�n�� u�(1+"0) du �!n!1 0 :
Let St, t = 0; 1; : : : ; denote the simple random walk with S0 = 0 andP (St+1 = St + 1jSt) = 1� P (St+1 = St � 1jSt) = 1� dn ;and let Mn = nC32 (��� ��)(1 � ")2(log n)3(1 + Æ)3 :Mimiking the proof in Lemma 9, we obtain thatP (infft : St = [n=k℄g > Mn) � exp(�n�") ; (24)where � = C32 (��� ��)(1� ")2=(3(1 + Æ)3).Following the proof of Theorem 2, we haveP![�n > n�℄ � P�inf nt : St = hnk io > Mn�+ P�MnXi=1 Z(i)k > n��15



� e�n�" + P� 1Mn MnXi=1 Z(i)kk > �(1� ")�� e�n�" + �E exp ��n Z(i)k =k� e��n�(1�")�Mn� e�n�" + e��nMn(�(1�")����") ;where the seond inequality is due to (24) and the last due to Lemma 10.Plug in the de�nition of Mn and �n to getlim supn!1 (logn)2n logP! (�n > n�) � �C32 (��� ��)(1� ")2 Æ2 ��(1� ")� ��� "�2(1 + Æ)3 ��(1 + "0) :Letting " and "0 ! 0 and Æ ! 2, one getslim supn!1 (logn)2n logP!(�n > n�) � �C32 (��� ��) 12 � 33 �� ����= �C32 12 � 33 (�� ��)2 t(1� t)(1 � t)�+ t�� ; (25)where we used the de�nition of �� in the last equality. Optimizing over t 2 (0; 1) yieldslim supn!1 (log n)2n logP!(�n > n�) � �C32 12 � 33 (�� ��)2 1(p�+p��)2 :To prove the upper bound in (7), observe that for v < v0 < v�, by the same argument as in (14),lim supn!1 (log n)2n logP!�Xnn < v� � lim supn!1 (log n)2n logP!��[nv0℄ > [nv0℄ 1v0 �= lim supn!1 v0 (log[nv0℄)2[nv0℄ logP!��[nv0℄ > [nv0℄ 1v0 �� �C32 12 � 33 v0� 1v0 � 1v��2 1� 1pv0 + 1pv��2� �C32 12 � 33 �1� v0v� �2 v��pv0 +pv��2 :Letting v0 ! v, and using v�=(pv +pv�)2 � 1=4, we getlim supn!1 (log n)2n logP!�Xnn < v� � �C32 18 � 33 �1� vv��2 ; (26)ompleting the proof of the upper bound in (7).16



Remark: Even when one uses the results of [6℄ and replaes C2 by C1 in the right hand sideof (26), the behaviour of the exponent in the upper bound is quadrati in (v� � v), whih is farfrom the linear behaviour exhibited by the exponent of the orresponding lower bound. While theonstant in the upper bound an be slightly further improved (e.g., by using subsequenes in theproof), it seems that a new approah is needed to ompletely lose the gap.Referenes[1℄ K. L. Chung, Markov hains with stationary transition probabilities, Berlin, Springer, 1960.[2℄ A. Dembo, Y. Peres and O. Zeitouni, \Tail estimates for one{dimensional random walk inrandom environment", Commun. Math. Phys. 181 (1996) pp. 667{683.[3℄ A. Dembo and O. Zeitouni, Large Deviations Tehniques and Appliations, Jones and Bartlett,Boston (1993).[4℄ A. Greven and F. den Hollander, \Large deviations for a random walk in random environment",Ann. Probab. 22 (1994) pp. 1381{1428.[5℄ S. Karlin and A. Dembo, \ Limit distributions of maximal segmental sore among Markovdependent partial sums", Advanes in Applied Probability, 24 (1992), pp. 113{140.[6℄ A. Pisztora, T. Povel and O. Zeitouni, in preparation.[7℄ F. Solomon, \Random walks in random environment", Ann. Probab. 3 (1975), pp. 1{31.[8℄ F. Spitzer, Priniples of random walk, Springer, Berlin (1976).
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